Abstract. We obtain here some inequalities for the eigenvalues of Dirichlet and Neumann value problems for general classes of operators (or system of operators) acting in L 2 ( ) (or L 2 ( ; C m )), R d , d > 1.
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Abstract. We obtain here some inequalities for the eigenvalues of Dirichlet and Neumann value problems for general classes of operators (or system of operators) acting in L 2 ( ) (or L 2 ( ; C m )), R The constant L cl d , the so called \classical constant", appears in the Weyl asymptotic formula for the counting function of eigenvalues. The proof of (1.1) is based on a sharp inequality concerning the sum of the rst eigenvalues The constant in the right hand side of (1.2) cannot be improved because it coincides with the asymptotical constant for the sum in the left hand side of (1.2) as k ! 1. The key inequality here was the upper estimate for the sum of the rst eigenvalues
In this paper we show that the inequalities (1.1) and (1.3) are corollaries of general (sharp) trace inequalities for convex functions of operators. In particular, (1.1) and (1.3) can be extended to the Dirichlet and Neumann boundary problems for various classes of (systems) di erential and pseudodi erential operators with constant coe cients (for example (? ) , > 0, operator of classical elasticity, etc). This approach can be also easily extended to operators acting on functions with values in a Hilbert space. We shall not consider this case here only because it requires many additional notations and assumptions.
Notice that the inequality k > C d j j ?2=d k ?2=d with a constant C d < d=(d + 2) (L cl In LP] the method of LY] was applied to the Dirichlet boundary problem for (systems of) di erential operators of a higher order. The method presented here, however, allows us to obtain the same constants for di erential operators and better constants than in LP] for systems of di erential operators (see Corollary 2.9 and Remark 2.10).
In Section 4 we obtain some more inequalities on the eigenvalues of ? D ?
Denote by f j ( )g m j=1 and f j ( )g m j=1 the eigenvalues and the eigenvectors of the matrix B( ). The right hand side of the last inequality can be rewritten as
The proof is complete. Remark. Collecting together all the constants in (2.9) and (2.10) we complete the proof.
DIRICHLET AND NEUMANN EIGENVALUE PROBLEMS 7 Corollary 2.9. Under the conditions of Theorem 2.8 if 1 R 2 is a tiling domain, then the P olya conjecture holds true.
4. Let us consider the eigenvalue problem for the equations of classical elasticity where is the closure of the set . This form is semibounded from below. We assume that the form B is closable. Then B de nes a semibounded selfadjoint operator in L 2 ( ; C m ) which we denote by B N . The symbol of this operator is B( ) := A ( )A( ). The operator B N can be naturally considered as an operator of the Neumann boundary problem in the domain for the di erential operator whose symbol is equal to B( ).
Let us assume that the spectrum of this operator is discrete, consists of 0 = 1 6 2 6 3 6 : : : , and k ! 1, as k ! 1. Using the argument similar to those we used in Section 3 we can prove the following statement. The theorem is proved.
In particular, if = 2 in (4.2), then we obtain the following upper estimate for the di erence of the two rst eigenvalues for the Dirichlet Laplacian. 
